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In the best-selling book “Marketing: A Management Perspective”, Kotler (Kotler, 1988, p. 58. Urban Marketing as a Learning Strategy Phillip
Kotler discusses urban marketing as a learning strategy. Kotler argues that urban marketing is more successful if it is designed as a learning
strategy. Kotler describes urban marketing learning strategies such as knowledge creation, information sharing, and experience sharing as well as
action learning. Kotler's urban learning strategies are directed towards customer loyalty. The urban context makes customer loyalty more difficult
to maintain. Kotler describes urban learning as a means of ensuring customer loyalty by transforming “a situation of indifference” to a situation
of “active participation.” By actively engaging urban patrons, Kotler argues that marketers can better serve their customers. Urban learning
strategies involve “a serious commitment to knowledge management and to evidence-based reasoning,” (Kotler, 1988, p. Kotler u raznim
mislicima ipak nalazio je svaki posao. Upravljanje marketingom, planirano analiza i kontrola, "Informa- tor", Zagreb, 1980 str5 31 B>1, L>1
noseKe Kaj Eric N. Compton l. When it comes to research methodology, there are many different options available when it comes to choosing.
Each is more suited to different individual research requests. One that is more suited to this particular individual research request is a secondary
data analysis.What Is Secondary Data Analysis? Secondary data analysis is the collection, analysis, and interpretation of statistical data that
already exists. This allows for the analysis of data that has already been collected. So it is essentially an already completed or ongoing statistical
analysis that has been extended to a single research request. Some of the advantages of secondary data analysis include : Reduction in the level of
effort, time, and resources required. Increases statistical power Increases the likelihood of achieving certain results. An understanding of the
structure of the original data set (if you’re using a secondary data analysis). Provides a cost-effective solution. A secondary data analysis is
suitable for the collection of statistical data on a topic that does not require a large sample of the population being studied. Factors to consider
while doing a secondary data analysis: The data collected may not be a perfect representation of all elements in the original data set. The data
may 82138339de
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